ACCOUNTABLE MINING PROGRAM

ACCOUNTABLE MINING
PROGRAM AUSTRALIA
OVERVIEW & TIMELINE
The Accountable Mining Program is a global, civil society-led
program to enhance transparency and accountability in the
award of mining-related permits, licences and contracts through
evidence based, cross sector dialogue and problem solving.
As a program we set out to understand where systems are
vulnerable to corruption and why? We did this using the Mining
Awards and Corruption Risk Assessment (MACRA) tool.
In Australia, we focused our research on the mining approval
regimes in Queensland and Western Australia. Our research
findings pointed to a need to enhance the due diligence that is
done on mining licence applicants, greater contract transparency,
the prevention of state and policy capture and improving the
transparency and accountability of the environmental impact
assessment process.

TIA would like to thank all participants for their time devoted
to the project. Organisations include: BHP, the Queensland
Crime and Corruption Commission, Crime and Corruption
Commission Western Australia, the Western Australian
Chamber of Minerals and Energy, the Environmental Defenders
Office, Iluka Resources, Newcrest Mining, the Queensland
Resources Council and Rio Tinto.

“

Following the release of our research report in 2017 (Corruption
Risks: Mining Approvals in Australia), we set about to understand
different perspectives, to build trust, and work with government,
industry and civil society to develop dynamic solutions. The
timeline shows the progress of the Accountable Mining Program in
Australia, the collaboration with our diverse range of stakeholders,
and events where we have presented our work.
Aside from advocacy and bringing people together, the project
has produced a number of publications including: Corruption
Risks: Mining Approvals in Australia full report and snapshot,
Guide to Stronger Environmental Impact Statements and a
process map explaining the environmental impact statement
process for coordinated mining projects in Queensland.
Throughout the Accountable Mining Program, Transparency
International Australia (TIA) worked with a diverse range of
individuals, organisations, industry members and government
agencies to increase the transparency and accountability in the
mining approval regimes in Queensland and Western Australia.

This roundtable process has been an invaluable and
unique space where mining interests, government officers,
academics and civil society representatives can sit around
the one table and openly and respectfully discuss the issues
impacting accountability in the mining assessment framework,
particularly around environmental impact assessment, and
how these issues might be best resolved. It’s this kind of
work that will hopefully lead to the level of understanding and
change that regulatory assessment requires to meet best
practice standards and to reduce the risks to accountability
and transparency that currently exist. We can only hope this
work will continue.

”

Environmental Defenders Office

“

The discussions were always constructive at each of
these workshops with a broad cross section from industry,
government, academia and civil society - including
stakeholders whose first reflex is to oppose mining. As
an industry association, it was interesting to hear external
stakeholders echo industry’s frustrations as all we grappled
with grafting more transparency onto Queensland’s complex
multi-path assessment processes.
Queensland Resources Council

”
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KEY:
Steps that appear in grey are optional and not legal requirements. These steps represent discretionary powers where the Coordinator-General can
decide whether the step happens or not.

PROJECT PLANNING

TIME
FRAME

ACTORS

Clarify

Large, complex, significant or unique mining projects which require multiple levels of government
approvals may need ‘coordinated project’ status to progress.
By this stage, the location, activites, proposed project design and communities in which companies will
operate should be known and well defined.
Recommendation 1: Transparency International Australia (TIA) recommends community consultation and
engagement is a requirement at the project planning stage prior to an applicant submitting an application. There
should be clear criteria about what should be communicated to the public, and what meaningful consultation
looks like, taking into consideration the fact that there are often many unknowns about the project at this early
stage.
The Resource Sector Regulation Productivity Commission Study Report (2020) found that ‘earlier scoping of
key risks, including through community consultation, would give regulators and proponents a clearer and shared
understanding of what information is needed to support decision making’ (page 13).
Meet

Applicants are encouraged to schedule a meeting with the Office of the Coordinator-General
at least four weeks before lodging their application. The purpose of the meeting is to clarify
application requirements, and start discussions about timeframes and requirements for the
environmental impact statement. There is no fee for this meeting, and no obligation to lodge an
application.

MINIMUM
4 WEEKS

Additional information about the pre-lodgement meeting can be found here.
Learn

Projects may need to go through the Federal Government’s referral, assessment and approval
process if they may have a significant impact on the environment and/or a ‘matter of national
environmental significance’ (which includes water resources for large coal mining development)
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth). Additional
information about how coordinated projects go through the federal government process can be
found here.
Apply

The applicant prepares an application for their project to be declared a coordinated project. The
application includes the initial advice statement (IAS) outlining the scale, extent, any potential
environmental and social impacts of the project, and proposed measures to reduce and prevent adverse
impacts. Additional information about the application requirements and initial advice statement can be
accessed here. If and when the project is declared coordinated, the initial advice statement becomes a
public document and is published here.
Assess
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The Coordinator-General decides if the project requires a coordinated project status and whether the
company is required to follow an impact assessment report (IAR) process or full environmental impact
statement (EIS) process. An impact assessment report is a more limited environmental assessment.
Mining projects usually follow the environmental impact statement process.
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PROGRAM
TIMELINE
Industry
(mining companies
and associations)

Civil Society

Goverment

Environmental
and Social Impact
Assessors

Academics

Other Industry
(eg. services, oil and
gas, banking, legal)

PROGRAM LAUNCH
JUN 2016

Transparency International launches the Mining for Sustainable Development Program
(to later be re-named Accountable Mining Program).

RESEARCH
OCT 2016 - JUN 2017

OCT 2017

The Mining Awards and Corruption Risk Assessment (MACRA) tool is used to
research mining approval processes in Queensland (QLD) and Western Australia (WA).
A local researcher analyses regulation via desk top reviews and conducts expert
interviews with members of government, industry, civil society, traditional owners,
academics, and environmental consultants from QLD and WA.

47

REPORT PUBLICATION
TIA and researcher brief industry members on research findings prior to publication.
The research findings are also sent to other stakeholders in QLD and WA to fact check
prior to the publication.
TIA releases the research findings in the Corruption Risks: Mining Approvals in Australia
full report and snapshot.

ADVOCACY
JUN 2018 – AUG 2018

TIA conducts multi-stakeholder mapping, establishing who else should and could be
engaged.

JUN 2018 – NOV 2018

Initial stakeholder meetings are arranged to introduce the programme in QLD and WA.

OCT 2018

Specific stakeholder meetings are held to discuss and prioritise risks and issues to pursue
in QLD and WA. QLD participants choose to focus on the environmental impact statement
(EIS) process for coordinated projects.

68

36

ROUNDTABLE
FEB 2019

First multi-stakeholder roundtables for the Accountable Mining program are held in Qld
and WA. At the QLD roundtable, participants identify a common interest in public trust
and confidence in the mining sector, transparency of decision-making and approval
processes, and the perception of the environmental impact statement system as a
whole.

15
QLD

17
WA

ENGAGEMENT
MAY 2019

TIA team attend the International Association for Impact Assessment Conference and
meet with representatives from QLD Department of Environment and Science (DES)
and Certified Environmental Practitioner Program (CEnvP).
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Areas of mutual concern and interest were identified, including the accountability
of impact assessors (mandatory certification as a way of improving integrity and
quality of EIS documents), transparency of EIS process, community consultation, and
independent verification of the EIS details.
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PROGRAM
TIMELINE
TRAINING
AUG 2019

TIA provides training on the MACRA tool to the Western Australia Corruption and Crime
Commission.

20

ROUNDTABLE
AUG 2019

Second multi-stakeholder roundtables for the Accountable Mining Program are held
in QLD and WA. In QLD, stakeholder consensus is increasing the understanding
and transparency of the EIS process to the public is a good focus for the project.
Stakeholders agree to work collaboratively to revise the EIS legal review process map for
coordinated projects published in the initial research report.

14
QLD

19
WA

SUBMISSION
OCT 2019

TIA reponds to the Productivity Commission’s inquiry into Resource Sector Regulation
highlighting:
•

If corruption occurs in the Australian mining sector, the potential costs are
significant. It is essential that transparency and accountability are enhanced to
ensure the Australian mining sector is trusted and productive.

•

The corruption risks found in TIA’s research including inadequate due diligence on
mining licence applicants, and limited verification of the accuracy of EIS.

TIA’s submission can be found here.

ENGAGEMENT
OCT 2019 – NOV 2019
NOV 2019

TIA seeks feedback from the August 2019 roundtable participants on a draft letter to
the QLD Department Environment and Science (DES).
TIA sends letter to DES advocating for improving transparency in EIS process and
requesting a meeting to discuss the program and participation.

SUBMISSION
DEC 2019

TIA attends the Global Tailings Standard Review Consultation Workshop in Brisbane
and makes a written submission to the Review focused on improving and strengthening
anti-corruption, transparency and accountability mechanisms and measures within the
Standard. TIA’s submission can be found here.

ENGAGEMENT
DEC 2019 – FEB 2020

Stakeholder meetings with environmental consultants are held on how to overcome
EIS risks.

6

ROUNDTABLE
FEB 2020

Third multi-stakeholder roundtables for the Accountable Mining program in Qld and WA.
At the QLD roundtable in Brisbane, a DES representative presents the work the
Department is doing to improve the transparency of the EIS process. Discussions are
focused on the EIS risk, including how to move forward with the EIS process map work.

13
QLD

14
WA

ENGAGEMENT
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MAR 2020
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With the support of Australia-Africa Minerals and Energy Group (AAMEG), TIA
facilitated a webinar on Securing Tenements in Corruption-Prone Jurisdictions.
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PROGRAM
TIMELINE
SUBMISSION
APR 2020

TIA makes a submission to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (Cth) (EPBC Act) Independent Review which advocates for:
•

Independent verification of the EIS and modelling systems used and certification of
assessors,

•

Early consideration of the social, environmental and economic impacts of a project
and genuine public consultation, and

•

Improving the transparency of EIS processes and documents to allow for more
meaningful community involvement in decision-making under the EPBC Act.

PROCESS MAP
MAY 2020

Work commences to develop the EIS process map. TIA works collaboratively with
stakeholders to confirm legal process for EIS.

PUBLICATION
MAY 2020

TIA releases a statement on the importance of regulation to reduce corruption risks in
order to guard against adverse environmental and social impacts: The process can only
be streamlined by getting it right from the start.

JUN 2020

TIA release a media statement on the destruction of the 46,000-year-old Juukan Gorge
rock shelters: Rio Tinto’s destruction of ancient Aboriginal site is a wake-up call for
overdue reform.

PROCESS MAP
JUN 2020 – JUL 2020
JULY 2020

Draft QLD coordinated mining projects EIS process pathway map developed.
An online multi-stakeholder workshop is held to obtain stakeholder feedback on draft
EIS process map and to confirm the legal process and what happens in practice (cofacilitated by TIA and Nook Studios).

9

ENGAGEMENT
JULY 2020

TIA team member appointed to CEnvP Specialist Environmental Advisory Committee.

SUBMISSION
AUG 2020

TIA makes a submission to the Productivity Commission’s draft report on Resource
Sector Regulation. The submission commends the inclusion of transparency and
accountability findings in the draft report, and provides recommendations on how the
transparency and accountability aspects of the repot could be further strengthened.
TIA’s submission can be found here.

PUBLICATION
OCT 2020

TIA wrote a comment piece on Aboriginal cultural heritage: Indigenous heritage and
culture must be protected from the impact of mining. We can do this better through
greater transparency, accountability and respect.

ENGAGEMENT
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OCT 2020
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The Bribery Prevention Network Hub is launched. TIA is a founding member of the
Bribery Prevention Network – a multi-stakeholder initiative between business, civil
society, academia and government.
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PROGRAM
TIMELINE
SUBMISSION
NOV 2020

The Productivity Commission releases their final report on Resource Sector Regulation.
The report references TIA’s submissions and Corruption Risks report. Several aspects
of the report support TIA’s arguments for improved transparency and accountability,
including leading practice 4.2 on due diligence checks of mining licence applicants.

PUBLICATION
NOV 2020

TIA hosts a webinar to launch the publication ‘When mining gets the green light: A
Guide to Stronger Environmental Impact Statements.’ This publication details how
a certification requirement for impact assessors can increase accountability in the
environmental impact statement process and work to ensure environmental and social
impact statements are well designed, accurate and impartial.

36

PROCESS MAP
NOV 2020

The QLD EIS legal review and policy in practice process map is updated to include
workshop participant comments.
Based on participant feedback for the EIS process map to communicate the
community’s role in the decision-making process, the map highlights where there is
community consultation and includes recommendations on how public participation
can be strengthened.

ROUNDTABLE
DEC 2020

Fourth Accountable Mining roundtables in QLD and WA. Multi-stakeholder roundtables
discussion includes potential next steps.

21
QLD

22
WA

PROCESS MAP
FEB 2021

QLD EIS process map for coordinated projects is finalised and published. The map
includes recommendations on how the transparency and accountability of the process
can be enhanced, and in turn corruption risks reduced. Updated process maps for
mining leases in QLD and WA are finalised and published on the TIA website.
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END OF PROGRAM REPORT
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EVENTS
TIMELINE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS TIA PRESENTED AT
JUL 2018

Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) Environment and Communities Committee meeting.

AUG 2018

Queensland Resource Council (QRC) Regulatory Committee.

OCT 2018

International Mining and Resources Conference (IMARC).

JUN 2019

OECD Watch Meetings, OECD/UN Responsible Business Conduct and Human Rights Forum and
Mining Side Event in Bangkok, Thailand.
UNDP Asia-Pacific Community of Practice: Transparency, Accountability and Anti-Corruption.

JUL 2019

International Society for the Reform of Criminal Law Anticorruption Conference in Brisbane,
Australia.

SEP 2019

NAB town hall meeting.

OCT 2019

International Mining and Resource Conference (IMARC).
International Chartered Practising Accountants (Kenyan Delegation).
Global Compact Network Australia Dialogue on Business and Human Rights.
Australian Public Sector Anti-Corruption Conference.

JAN 2020

Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index launches in Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane.

MAR 2020

Webinar hosted by Inquire Australia and GreensList Barristers on corruption risks during COVID-19
in the public and private sectors.
Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) Safety and Sustainability Committee meeting.

JUN 2020

United Nations Global Forum on Responsible Business Conduct and Human Rights.
United Nations Global Compact 20th Anniversary Leaders Summit webinar.

SEP 2020

Australian National Contact Point (ANCP) at the ANCP on the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises webinar.
Transparency International Exporting Corruption report webinar launch.
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UN Global Compact Network Australia 2020 Dialogue on Bribery and Corruption webinar.
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